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ORLANDO WOOD

Chair
Art. no.: 2-388

Bench
Art. no.: 2-463

Description:

The ORLANDO chair has a light and springy wooden frame in a design that is both contemporary and inviting. Despite

its light look, the chair is both comfortable and spacious and well suited to rooms containing both modern and vintage

furniture. The back’s innovative finish against the seat is a refined detail that makes the chair ideal for placing on its own

in the room, in a spot where it can be seen from all angles.

The iconic ORLANDO chair now has a big brother with this compact, lightweight and super versatile bench. The design

is an extension of the characteristic and innovative construction of the chair with the slim, softly rounded back. The

bench is perfect as a compact sofa or bench in a private home, in the small lobby or as a beautiful and graceful piece of

furniture in the corner office.

Year of design: 2014

Design: busk+hertzog
busk+hertzog was established in Denmark in 2000 by Flemming Busk and Stephan Hertzog, and their successful studio,

today located in Lisbon Portugal, has won more than 75 of the most prestigious international design awards, including

Red Dot Award - Best of Best, IF Awards and Good Design Awards. busk+hertzog’s design characteristics are

sculptural, clean lines and a simple expression with mini¬mal embellishment, and they often get their inspiration from

shapes and lines found in nature. 

Flemming Busk has worked with SOFTLINE since 1999, where he won our idea competition with his simple yet

brilliant sofa bed SLEEP. He has also specially designed, among other things, the HELLO chair for the world-famous

pop star Kylie Minogue.
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ORLANDO WOOD

Dimensions (cm):
 Chair Bench

Art. no.: 2-388 2-463

Length: 80 143

Depth: 65 66

Height: 74 74

Seat height: 40 40

Seat depth: 47 47

Additional Information:

Covers
Covers removable with professional assistance.
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